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The Knowledge Illusion - Steven Sloman 2018-03-13
“The Knowledge Illusion is filled with insights on how we should deal
with our individual ignorance and collective wisdom.” —Steven Pinker
We all think we know more than we actually do. Humans have built
hugely complex societies and technologies, but most of us don’t even
know how a pen or a toilet works. How have we achieved so much
despite understanding so little? Cognitive scientists Steven Sloman and
Philip Fernbach argue that we survive and thrive despite our mental
shortcomings because we live in a rich community of knowledge. The key
to our intelligence lies in the people and things around us. We’re
constantly drawing on information and expertise stored outside our
heads: in our bodies, our environment, our possessions, and the
community with which we interact—and usually we don’t even realize
we’re doing it. The human mind is both brilliant and pathetic. We have
mastered fire, created democratic institutions, stood on the moon, and
sequenced our genome. And yet each of us is error prone, sometimes
irrational, and often ignorant. The fundamentally communal nature of
intelligence and knowledge explains why we often assume we know more
than we really do, why political opinions and false beliefs are so hard to
change, and why individual-oriented approaches to education and
management frequently fail. But our collaborative minds also enable us
to do amazing things. The Knowledge Illusion contends that true genius
can be found in the ways we create intelligence using the community
around us.
UNSCRIPTED - MJ DeMarco 2017-05-23
What if Life Wasn't About 50 Years of Wage-Slavery, Paying Bills and
then Dying? Tired of sleepwalking through a mediocre life bribed by
mindless video-gaming, redemptive weekends, and a scant paycheck
from a soul-suffocating job? Welcome to the SCRIPTED club— where
membership is neither perceived or consented. The fact is, ever since
you’ve been old enough to sit obediently in a classroom, you have been
culturally engineered for servitude, unwittingly enslaved into a
Machiavellian system where illusionary rules go unchallenged, sanctified
traditions go unquestioned, and lifelong dreams go unfulfilled. As a
result, your life is hijacked and marginalised into debt, despair, and
dependence. Life's death sentence becomes the daily curse of the trivial
and mundane. Fun fades. Dreams die. Don't let life's consolation prize
become a car and a weekend. Recapture what is yours and make a
revolutionary repossession of life-and-liberty through the pursuit of
entrepreneurship. A paradigm shift isn't needed—the damn paradigm
needs to be thrown-out altogether. The truth is, if you blindly follow
conventional wisdom pushed by conventional people living conventional
lives, can you expect to be anything but conventional? Rewrite life’s
script: ditch the job, give Wall Street the bird, and escape the insanity of
trading your life away for a paycheck and an elderly promise called
retirement. UNSCRIPT today and start leading life— instead of life
leading you.
Albion's Seed - David Hackett Fischer 1991-03-14
This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of
the United States, from the earliest English settlements to our own time.
It is a history of American folkways as they have changed through time,
and it argues a thesis about the importance for the United States of
having been British in its cultural origins. While most people in the
United States today have no British ancestors, they have assimilated
regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even while
preserving ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all
Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their ethnicity may be.
The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that
regional cultures have continued to dominate national politics from 1789
to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government,
gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions
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are greater than between European nations.
Dreyer's English - Benjamin Dreyer 2020-08-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A sharp, funny grammar guide they’ll
actually want to read, from Random House’s longtime copy chief and one
of Twitter’s leading language gurus NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY O: The Oprah Magazine • Paste • Shelf Awareness
“Essential (and delightful!)”—People We all write, all the time: books,
blogs, emails. Lots and lots of emails. And we all want to write better.
Benjamin Dreyer is here to help. As Random House’s copy chief, Dreyer
has upheld the standards of the legendary publisher for more than two
decades. He is beloved by authors and editors alike—not to mention his
followers on social media—for deconstructing the English language with
playful erudition. Now he distills everything he has learned from the
myriad books he has copyedited and overseen into a useful guide not just
for writers but for everyone who wants to put their best prose foot
forward. As authoritative as it is amusing, Dreyer’s English offers lessons
on punctuation, from the underloved semicolon to the enigmatic en dash;
the rules and nonrules of grammar, including why it’s OK to begin a
sentence with “And” or “But” and to confidently split an infinitive; and
why it’s best to avoid the doldrums of the Wan Intensifiers and Throat
Clearers, including “very,” “rather,” “of course,” and the dreaded
“actually.” Dreyer will let you know whether “alright” is all right
(sometimes) and even help you brush up on your spelling—though, as he
notes, “The problem with mnemonic devices is that I can never
remember them.” And yes: “Only godless savages eschew the series
comma.” Chockful of advice, insider wisdom, and fun facts, this book will
prove to be invaluable to everyone who wants to shore up their writing
skills, mandatory for people who spend their time editing and shaping
other people’s prose, and—perhaps best of all—an utter treat for anyone
who simply revels in language. Praise for Dreyer’s English “Playful,
smart, self-conscious, and personal . . . One encounters wisdom and good
sense on nearly every page of Dreyer’s English.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Destined to become a classic.”—The Millions “Dreyer can help
you . . . with tips on punctuation and spelling. . . . Even better: He’ll
entertain you while he’s at it.”—Newsday
The Ultimate Blueprint for an Insanely Successful Business - Keith
J. Cunningham 2017-08
The Money Book for the Young, Fabulous & Broke - Suze Orman
2005
Addresses personal finance issues that are of relevance to today's world
of high debt and disproportionate lifestyles, addressing such topics as
credit cards, student loans, credit scores, insurance, and mortgages.
The Great Mental Models: General Thinking Concepts - Farnam
Street 2019-12-16
The old saying goes, ''To the man with a hammer, everything looks like a
nail.'' But anyone who has done any kind of project knows a hammer
often isn't enough. The more tools you have at your disposal, the more
likely you'll use the right tool for the job - and get it done right. The same
is true when it comes to your thinking. The quality of your outcomes
depends on the mental models in your head. And most people are going
through life with little more than a hammer. Until now. The Great Mental
Models: General Thinking Concepts is the first book in The Great Mental
Models series designed to upgrade your thinking with the best, most
useful and powerful tools so you always have the right one on hand. This
volume details nine of the most versatile, all-purpose mental models you
can use right away to improve your decision making, productivity, and
how clearly you see the world. You will discover what forces govern the
universe and how to focus your efforts so you can harness them to your
advantage, rather than fight with them or worse yet- ignore them.
Upgrade your mental toolbox and get the first volume today. AUTHOR
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BIOGRAPHY Farnam Street (FS) is one of the world's fastest growing
websites, dedicated to helping our readers master the best of what other
people have already figured out. We curate, examine and explore the
timeless ideas and mental models that history's brightest minds have
used to live lives of purpose. Our readers include students, teachers,
CEOs, coaches, athletes, artists, leaders, followers, politicians and more.
They're not defined by gender, age, income, or politics but rather by a
shared passion for avoiding problems, making better decisions, and
lifelong learning. AUTHOR HOME Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
How to Be a Person in the World - Heather Havrilesky 2017-06-27
New York Times Bestseller • From the "best advice columnist of her
generation” (Esquire) comes a hilarious, frank, and witty collection of allnew responses, plus a few greatest hits from the beloved "Ask Polly"
column in New York magazine’s The Cut. Should you quit your day job to
follow your dreams? How do you rein in an overbearing mother? Will you
ever stop dating wishy-washy, noncommittal guys? Should you put off
having a baby for your career? Heather Havrilesky is here to guide you
through the “what if’s” and “I don’t knows” of modern life with the
signature wisdom and tough love her readers have come to expect.
Whether she’s responding to cheaters or loners, lovers or haters, the
anxious or the down-and-out, Havrilesky writes with equal parts grace,
humor, and compassion to remind you that even in your darkest
moments you’re not alone.
Baseball Life Advice - Stacey May Fowles 2017-04-11
National Bestseller A Globe and Mail Best Book A National Post Best
Book of the Year A passionate ode to baseball, its culture, and its
community, which both celebrates and challenges the game – and
reminds us why it really matters. For Stacey May Fowles, the game of
baseball is one of "long pauses punctuated by tiny miracles." In this
entertaining and thoughtful book, Fowles gives us a refreshingly candid
and personal perspective on subjects ranging from bat flips to
bandwagoners, from the romance of spring training to the politics of
booing, from the necessity of taking a hard look at players' injuries and
mental health issues to finding solace at the ballpark. Fowles confronts
head-on the stereotype that female fans lack real knowledge about the
game, and also calls out the "boys will be boys" attitude and its
implications both on and off the field. She also shares her reverence for
the no-hitter, her memories of going to the ballpark with her dad, and the
challenges of falling in love with someone who didn't like baseball.
Throughout the book, she offers exhilarating snapshots of the Toronto
Blue Jays' 2015 and 2016 seasons, and gathers a selection of inspiring
"baseball life advice" quotes from players and others that provide
unexpected insight into how we could all live better lives. With
remarkable verve, intelligence, and an unabashed enthusiasm, Fowles
explores how we can use the lens of baseball to examine who we are.
And in this passionate ode to the game, its culture, and its community,
she reminds us that although baseball can break your heart, it will
always find a way to make it whole again.
Achieving Balance - Dr Travis G Parry 2021-03-02
What is Work/Life Balance, and is it even achievable anymore? The old
notion of somehow being able to stay balanced in both areas of life all the
time creates more workaholics than it does to help them, especially as a
financial advisor. I know from personal experience the chaos of running
your own schedule and the struggle it is for financial advisors and even
more difficult managing your own firm. After a major life-changing event,
I gave up on my band-aid time management hacks and discovered a
system to keep a healthy balance between building a practice and
enjoying life outside of it. After more than a decade of research and
experience with clients, I created the Make Time Method(TM) to help
other advisors. In this book, we will debunk the 3 Myths of Balance and
explain the keys to actually achieving it.
Stupid Things I Won't Do When I Get Old - Steven Petrow 2021
"In Stupid things I won't do when I get old, Petro candidly addresses the
fears, frustrations, and stereotypes that accompany aging. He offers a
blueprint for the new old age, and an understanding that aging and
illness are not the same. As he writes, 'I meant the list as a pointed
reminder--to me--to make different choices when I eventually cross the
threshold to 'old'" -- Excerpt from jacket flap.
Who - Geoff Smart 2008-09-30
In this instant New York Times Bestseller, Geoff Smart and Randy Street
provide a simple, practical, and effective solution to what The Economist
calls “the single biggest problem in business today”: unsuccessful hiring.
The average hiring mistake costs a company $1.5 million or more a year
and countless wasted hours. This statistic becomes even more startling
when you consider that the typical hiring success rate of managers is
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only 50 percent. The silver lining is that “who” problems are easily
preventable. Based on more than 1,300 hours of interviews with more
than 20 billionaires and 300 CEOs, Who presents Smart and Street’s A
Method for Hiring. Refined through the largest research study of its kind
ever undertaken, the A Method stresses fundamental elements that
anyone can implement–and it has a 90 percent success rate. Whether
you’re a member of a board of directors looking for a new CEO, the
owner of a small business searching for the right people to make your
company grow, or a parent in need of a new babysitter, it’s all about
Who. Inside you’ll learn how to • avoid common “voodoo hiring” methods
• define the outcomes you seek • generate a flow of A Players to your
team–by implementing the #1 tactic used by successful businesspeople •
ask the right interview questions to dramatically improve your ability to
quickly distinguish an A Player from a B or C candidate • attract the
person you want to hire, by emphasizing the points the candidate cares
about most In business, you are who you hire. In Who, Geoff Smart and
Randy Street offer simple, easy-to-follow steps that will put the right
people in place for optimal success.
I Get It Now - Jeanette Eichhorn 2019-10-15
The life story of Jeanette Eichhorn.
The Road Less Travelled - M. Scott Peck 2012-10-31
'Life is difficult. This is a great truth, one of the greatest truths.' A
timeless classic in personal development, The Road Less Travelled is a
landmark work that has inspired millions. Drawing on the experiences of
his career as a psychiatrist, Scott Peck combines scientific and spiritual
views to guide us through the difficult, painful times in life by showing us
how to confront our problems through the key principles of discipline,
love and grace. Teaching us how to distinguish dependency from love,
how to become a more sensitive parent and how to connect with your
true self, this incredible book is the key to accepting and overcoming
life's challenges and achieving a higher level of self-understanding.
Ring Or Fling - Claire Brown 2020-07-20
The Power of Knowing Who You Are and What You WantWhat if you had
the power to determine who shows up in your dating life? What would be
most important to you? Too often, we think we know who we're looking
for, but then discover that we've settled, confusing a fling for somebody
worth our time and commitment.As a professional divorced mother of
two, Claire Brown quickly realized she didn't have the time to date
haphazardly and she didn't want to settle. In Ring or Fling, she shares
her most important lesson: the power a woman has in dating is the
confidence she carries by knowing who she is and what she wants. When
we have faith in our own self worth, defining our dating standards comes
easily. Then, those who align with those standards start to show up in
our world.Follow Claire through the funny, heartbreaking, and strange
experiences that led her to the self pillars and dating pillars-standards
for ourselves and for others-such as?The emotions and emojis, or
emotional maturity?Mommy Warbucks, or control your money?Finding
your north star, or character and faith?The wet factor, or uncontrollable
attraction?In love with being in love, or fighting the marriage obsessionIf
you're ready to approach dating with more confidence and success,
discover how to define your pillars today.
The Psychology of Money - Morgan Housel 2020-09-08
Doing well with money isn’t necessarily about what you know. It’s about
how you behave. And behavior is hard to teach, even to really smart
people. Money—investing, personal finance, and business decisions—is
typically taught as a math-based field, where data and formulas tell us
exactly what to do. But in the real world people don’t make financial
decisions on a spreadsheet. They make them at the dinner table, or in a
meeting room, where personal history, your own unique view of the
world, ego, pride, marketing, and odd incentives are scrambled together.
In The Psychology of Money, award-winning author Morgan Housel
shares 19 short stories exploring the strange ways people think about
money and teaches you how to make better sense of one of life’s most
important topics.
Train Your Brain For Success - Roger Seip 2012-07-16
Train your mind to achieve new levels of success! Professionals and
entrepreneurs do a great job of keeping up appearances. But if they're
honest with themselves, they're short on living the life they really want.
Train Your Brain For Success provides the perspective to analyze how
you got where you are and, more importantly, learn the skills to get
where you truly desire to be. Train Your Brain For Success explains
specific ways of thinking and acting that will get anyone where they want
to go, fast. Learn to condition your mind to move towards success
automatically, by discovering greater memory power and fundamental
techniques for boosting reading speed and comprehension. Get a proven
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strategy for succeeding and becoming a record-breaking performer.
Learn to live in the moment Become brilliant with the basics
Aggressively take care of your mind Train your mind for new levels of
success by boosting memory power, reading speed and comprehension.
The Power of Starting Something Stupid - Natalie Norton 2019
What if the smartest people in the world understand something that the
rest of us don't? (They do.) What if they know that in order to achieve
success, they will sometimes have to do things that others may initially
perceive as stupid?The fact of the matter is that the smartest people in
the world don't run from stupid, they lean into it (in a smart way).In The
Power of Starting Something Stupid, Richie Norton redefines stupid as
we know it, demonstrating that life-changing ideas are often tragically
mislabeled stupid. What if the key to success, creativity, and fulfillment
in your life lies in the potential of those stupid ideas? This deeply
inspiring book will teach you:¿ How to crush fear, make dreams happen,
and live without regret.¿ How to overcome obstacles such as lack of time,
lack of education, or lack of money.¿ The 5 actions of the New Smart to
achieve authentic success.No more excuses. Learn how to start
something stupid-the smartest thing you can do. Drawing on years of
research, including hundreds of face-to-face interviews and some of the
world's greatest success stories past and present, Richie shows you how
stupid is the New Smart-the common denominator for success, creativity,
and innovation in business and life.
Tough-Minded Management 1st ed. - Joe D. Batten 2017-07-31
In this book (originally published in 1963) author J. D. Batten, at the time
himself the Chairman of the Board of a management consulting and
human resources firm in Iowa, imparts sound advice and tips to aid
managers and management in their important task of improving their
effectiveness at all levels. “The excellence of the book lies in the basic
information it has to give to the relatively new manager.”—Personnel
Psychology “Must reading for anyone who thinks all management books
are just a rehash of planning, organizing, staffing, controlling,
etc....Especially recommended...”—NRHA Magazine “A totally fresh
description of how to turn MBO into a ‘living system’....practical and
highly motivational.”—Buffalo Law Journal “Many useful suggestions to
offer the executive.”—West Coast Review of Books
Can't Hurt Me - David Goggins 2021-04-01
New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David
Goggins, childhood was a nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical
abuse colored his days and haunted his nights. But through selfdiscipline, mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed
himself from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a
U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top endurance athletes.
The only man in history to complete elite training as a Navy SEAL, Army
Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set records
in numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name him
The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of
Can't Hurt Me, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most
of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40%
Rule, and his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past
pain, demolish fear, and reach their full potential.
The 48 Laws Of Power - Robert Greene 2010-09-03
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000
years of the history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers
achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis
XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the
master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use
enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than
necessary. The text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red
throughout and replete with fables and unique word sculptures. The 48
laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great
figures from the past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with JayZ, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two
hits, then styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have you
endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's from
still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you
have success, to start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48
Laws of Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a fortress
around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my cousin
and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to the studio
manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of my records, Volume
Three, was wack. People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
The Power Law - Sebastian Mallaby 2022-02-01
“A gripping fly-on-the-wall story of the rise of this unique and important
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industry based on extensive interviews with some of the most successful
venture capitalists.” - Daniel Rasmussen, Wall Street Journal “A mustread for anyone seeking to understand modern-day Silicon Valley and
even our economy writ large.” -Bethany McLean, The Washington Post
"A rare and unsettling look inside a subculture of unparalleled
influence.” —Jane Mayer "A classic...A book of exceptional reporting,
analysis and storytelling.” —Charles Duhigg From the New York Times
bestselling author of More Money Than God comes the astonishingly
frank and intimate story of Silicon Valley’s dominant venture-capital
firms—and how their strategies and fates have shaped the path of
innovation and the global economy Innovations rarely come from
“experts.” Elon Musk was not an “electric car person” before he started
Tesla. When it comes to improbable innovations, a legendary tech VC
told Sebastian Mallaby, the future cannot be predicted, it can only be
discovered. It is the nature of the venture-capital game that most
attempts at discovery fail, but a very few succeed at such a scale that
they more than make up for everything else. That extreme ratio of
success and failure is the power law that drives the VC business, all of
Silicon Valley, the wider tech sector, and, by extension, the world. In The
Power Law, Sebastian Mallaby has parlayed unprecedented access to the
most celebrated venture capitalists of all time—the key figures at
Sequoia, Kleiner Perkins, Accel, Benchmark, and Andreessen Horowitz,
as well as Chinese partnerships such as Qiming and Capital Today—into
a riveting blend of storytelling and analysis that unfurls the history of
tech incubation, in the Valley and ultimately worldwide. We learn the
unvarnished truth, often for the first time, about some of the most iconic
triumphs and infamous disasters in Valley history, from the comedy of
errors at the birth of Apple to the avalanche of venture money that
fostered hubris at WeWork and Uber. VCs’ relentless search for grand
slams brews an obsession with the ideal of the lone entrepreneur-genius,
and companies seen as potential “unicorns” are given intoxicating
amounts of power, with sometimes disastrous results. On a more
systemic level, the need to make outsized bets on unproven talent
reinforces bias, with women and minorities still represented at woefully
low levels. This does not just have social justice implications: as Mallaby
relates, China’s homegrown VC sector, having learned at the Valley’s
feet, is exploding and now has more women VC luminaries than America
has ever had. Still, Silicon Valley VC remains the top incubator of
business innovation anywhere—it is not where ideas come from so much
as where they go to become the products and companies that create the
future. By taking us so deeply into the VCs’ game, The Power Law helps
us think about our own future through their eyes.
Memos from the Chairman - Alan C. Greenberg 1996-01-01
The chairman of the board of Bear Stearns investment bank shares his
innovative approach to business in a collection of witty, trenchant, and
inspirational thoughts on success, bureaucracy, arrogance, telephone
manners, and other topics.
The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains - Nicholas
Carr 2020-03-03
New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize “This is a book
to shake up the world.” —Ann Patchett Nicholas Carr’s bestseller The
Shallows has become a foundational book in one of the most important
debates of our time: As we enjoy the internet’s bounties, are we
sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply? This 10th-anniversary
edition includes a new afterword that brings the story up to date, with a
deep examination of the cognitive and behavioral effects of smartphones
and social media.
Modern Romance - Aziz Ansari 2016-06-14
The #1 New York Times Bestseller “An engaging look at the often headscratching, frequently infuriating mating behaviors that shape our love
lives.” —Refinery 29 A hilarious, thoughtful, and in-depth exploration of
the pleasures and perils of modern romance from Aziz Ansari, the star of
Master of None and one of this generation’s sharpest comedic voices At
some point, every one of us embarks on a journey to find love. We meet
people, date, get into and out of relationships, all with the hope of finding
someone with whom we share a deep connection. This seems standard
now, but it’s wildly different from what people did even just decades ago.
Single people today have more romantic options than at any point in
human history. With technology, our abilities to connect with and sort
through these options are staggering. So why are so many people
frustrated? Some of our problems are unique to our time. “Why did this
guy just text me an emoji of a pizza?” “Should I go out with this girl even
though she listed Combos as one of her favorite snack foods? Combos?!”
“My girlfriend just got a message from some dude named Nathan. Who’s
Nathan? Did he just send her a photo of his penis? Should I check just to
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be sure?” But the transformation of our romantic lives can’t be explained
by technology alone. In a short period of time, the whole culture of
finding love has changed dramatically. A few decades ago, people would
find a decent person who lived in their neighborhood. Their families
would meet and, after deciding neither party seemed like a murderer,
they would get married and soon have a kid, all by the time they were
twenty-four. Today, people marry later than ever and spend years of their
lives on a quest to find the perfect person, a soul mate. For years, Aziz
Ansari has been aiming his comic insight at modern romance, but for
Modern Romance, the book, he decided he needed to take things to
another level. He teamed up with NYU sociologist Eric Klinenberg and
designed a massive research project, including hundreds of interviews
and focus groups conducted everywhere from Tokyo to Buenos Aires to
Wichita. They analyzed behavioral data and surveys and created their
own online research forum on Reddit, which drew thousands of
messages. They enlisted the world’s leading social scientists, including
Andrew Cherlin, Eli Finkel, Helen Fisher, Sheena Iyengar, Barry
Schwartz, Sherry Turkle, and Robb Willer. The result is unlike any social
science or humor book we’ve seen before. In Modern Romance, Ansari
combines his irreverent humor with cutting-edge social science to give
us an unforgettable tour of our new romantic world.
Keys to the Vault - Keith J. Cunningham 2006

offers a system for leaders to solve common business problems before
they happen. Author Matthew Neill Davis introduces the Preventing
Stupid Method to running a business, a method that guides readers in
identifying, categorizing, and prioritizing threats to and weaknesses in
their business. This book details how to efficiently prevent and manage
potential and present problems and helps business owners and managers
learn how to create leads for a more profitable business. You will learn
how to seize opportunities rather than wallow in problems that should
never have made it to the surface. Forward-thinking risk management
This book delivers bold business strategy rooted in forward-thinking risk
management. It is about changing how leaders think, so they can run
their business with confidence, effectiveness, and profitability. It shows
struggling entrepreneurs how to weed out the stupid mistakes they’re
making, so they can move forward. For those already running a business,
it offers next-level risk management strategies to make work easier,
more profitable, and more secure. Advice from a lawyer In The Art of
Preventing Stupid, you’ll get a lawyer’s perspective and insight and the
value of a fractional general counsel for the cost of a single book.
Matthew Neill Davis of Davis Law, PLLC, a firm that has three times
made the Law Firm 500 for being among the fastest-growing law firms in
the nation, will show you how to make smart, meaningful changes to
successfully grow your organization. With his extensive litigation and
business representation experience and expertise in building and
running custom legal departments for businesses and nonprofits, he has
dedicated himself to helping business owners make smart business
decisions.
Shut Up and Listen! - Tilman Fertitta 2019-09-17
Shut Up and Listen! is a true leadership roadmap to the summit of career
success and satisfaction, featuring concise principles for entrepreneurs
and business leaders at any level. Tilman Fertitta, also known as the
Billion Dollar Buyer, started his hospitality empire thirty years ago with
just one restaurant. Over the years, he’s stayed true to the principles
that helped him build the largest single-shareholder company in America,
with over $4 billion in revenue, including hundreds of restaurants
(Landry’s Seafood, Bubba Gump Shrimp Company, Morton’s Steakhouse,
Mastro’s, Rainforest Café, and over forty more restaurant concepts) and
five Golden Nugget Casinos. He’s also sole owner of the NBA’s Houston
Rockets. This book shares the key insights that made it all possible. In
Shut Up and Listen!, Fertitta shares straight-talk “Tilmanisms” around
six key action items that any entrepreneur can adopt today: Be the Bull
No Spare Customers Change, Change, Change Know Your Numbers
Follow the 95/5 Rule Take No Out of Your Vocabulary For aspiring
entrepreneurs or people in business, this guide will help you take your
company to the next level. When you put this book down, you’ll know
what you’re doing right and what you’re doing wrong to operate your
business, and if you’re just getting started, it will help set you up for
success. A groundbreaking, no-holds-barred book, Shut Up and Listen!
offers practical, hard-earned wisdom from one of the most successful
business owners in the world.
Socratic Selling: How to Ask the Questions That Get the Sale Kevin Daley 1995-08-22
Build a relationship with your customers and close the sale more surely.
The Socratic approach respects the power of the customer. The customer
has the need, the power, and the decision-making authority. Socratic
Selling shows you how to access that power, to cooperate with it, and to
make it work for you. Inside you will discover how to: Open a sales
dialogue dynamically, so that you and your customer go right to the heart
of the matter Guide the dialogue through a discovery of needs and
needed decisions Negotiate objections, and close effectively Uncover the
motivators that move sales to more predictable closure
My Life in Leadership - Frances Hesselbein 2011-01-06
In a clear and compelling voice, Frances Hesselbein delivers key
leadership lessons. Tracing her own development as a leader, she
narrates the critical moments that shaped her personally and
professionally: from her childhood in Pennsylvania, to moving up from
Girl Scout troop leader to Girl Scout CEO, to founding and leading the
Leader to Leader Institute, to her friendships and experiences with some
of the greatest leaders and thinkers of our time. Each chapter includes
an inspirational story, a key lesson and how to apply it to daily life.
The Aeneid - Virgil 2009-04-01
Aeneas appears in The Illiad in vague snatches and starts as a traveling
warrior of great piety who was loosely connected to the foundation of
Rome. Virgil weaves these fragments into a powerful myth about the
founding of Rome in The Aeneid. Aeneas travels from his native Troy to
Italy then wages victorious war upon the Latins.

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck - Mark Manson 2016-09-13
#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 10 million copies sold In this
generation-defining self-help guide, a superstar blogger cuts through the
crap to show us how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that we
can truly become better, happier people. For decades, we’ve been told
that positive thinking is the key to a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity,"
Mark Manson says. "Let’s be honest, shit is f**ked and we have to live
with it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson doesn’t sugarcoat or
equivocate. He tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest truth
that is sorely lacking today. The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is his
antidote to the coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected
American society and spoiled a generation, rewarding them with gold
medals just for showing up. Manson makes the argument, backed both
by academic research and well-timed poop jokes, that improving our lives
hinges not on our ability to turn lemons into lemonade, but on learning to
stomach lemons better. Human beings are flawed and limited—"not
everybody can be extraordinary, there are winners and losers in society,
and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson advises us to get to know
our limitations and accept them. Once we embrace our fears, faults, and
uncertainties, once we stop running and avoiding and start confronting
painful truths, we can begin to find the courage, perseverance, honesty,
responsibility, curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so many
things we can give a f**k about so we need to figure out which ones
really matter, Manson makes clear. While money is nice, caring about
what you do with your life is better, because true wealth is about
experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-inthe-eye moment of real-talk, filled with entertaining stories and profane,
ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is a refreshing slap
for a generation to help them lead contented, grounded lives.
The Sentence - Louise Erdrich 2021-11-09
"Dazzling. . . . A hard-won love letter to readers and to booksellers, as
well as a compelling story about how we cope with pain and fear,
injustice and illness. One good way is to press a beloved book into
another's hands. Read The Sentence and then do just that."—USA Today,
Four Stars In this New York Times bestselling novel, Pulitzer Prize and
National Book Award–winning author Louise Erdrich creates a wickedly
funny ghost story, a tale of passion, of a complex marriage, and of a
woman's relentless errors. Louise Erdrich's latest novel, The Sentence,
asks what we owe to the living, the dead, to the reader and to the book.
A small independent bookstore in Minneapolis is haunted from
November 2019 to November 2020 by the store's most annoying
customer. Flora dies on All Souls' Day, but she simply won't leave the
store. Tookie, who has landed a job selling books after years of
incarceration that she survived by reading "with murderous attention,"
must solve the mystery of this haunting while at the same time trying to
understand all that occurs in Minneapolis during a year of grief,
astonishment, isolation, and furious reckoning. The Sentence begins on
All Souls' Day 2019 and ends on All Souls' Day 2020. Its mystery and
proliferating ghost stories during this one year propel a narrative as rich,
emotional, and profound as anything Louise Erdrich has written.
The Art of Preventing Stupid - Matthew Neill Davis 2019-04-02
In a world where most businesses fail, The Art of Preventing Stupid
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Daily Beast 'Spectacular' Karen Russell, author of Swamplandia! and
Vampires in the Lemon Grove 'Dazzling' Slate 'Wildly ambitious, darkly
intellectual and inventive' Kirkus Reviews, starred review
Alpha - David Philipps 2021-08-24
An “infuriating, fast-paced” (The Washington Post) account of the Navy
SEALs of Alpha platoon, the startling accusations against their chief,
Eddie Gallagher, and the courtroom battle that exposed the dark
underbelly of America’s special forces—from a Pulitzer Prize–winning
reporter WINNER OF THE COLORADO BOOK AWARD • “Nearly
impossible to put down.”—Jon Krakauer, New York Times bestselling
author of Where Men Win Glory and Into the Wild In this “brilliantly
written” (The New York Times Book Review) and startling account,
Pulitzer Prize–winning New York Times correspondent David Philipps
reveals a powerful moral crucible, one that would define the American
military during the years of combat that became known as “the forever
war.” When the Navy SEALs of Alpha platoon returned from their 2017
deployment to Iraq, a group of them reported their chief, Eddie
Gallagher, for war crimes, alleging that he’d stabbed a prisoner in cold
blood and taken lethal sniper shots at unarmed civilians. The story of
Alpha’s war, both in Iraq and in the shocking trial that followed the
men’s accusations, would complicate the SEALs’ post-9/11 hero
narrative, turning brothers-in-arms against one another and bringing into
stark relief the choice that elite soldiers face between loyalty to their unit
and to their country. One of the great stories written about American
special forces, Alpha is by turns a battlefield drama, a courtroom thriller,
and a compelling examination of how soldiers define themselves and live
with the decisions in the heat of combat.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her
mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not
only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Cadence - Pete Williams 2018-09-28
Cadence is a parable of a business owner and triathlon coach named JJ
who left his stable job as a teacher to fulfill his dream of becoming an
entrepreneur. Unfortunately, two years after opening his bike shop, JJ
finds himself in a place that is all too familiar to most business
owners—struggling to stay afloat. That all changes, fast, when an athlete
he coaches teaches him how to turn the store’s profitability around with
seven key “10% Wins.” Cadence uniquely communicates entrepreneur
and advisor Pete Williams’s “7 Levers” approach to business growth
through the vehicle of a story. Instead of offering a list of do’s and don’ts
for business success, Cadence imparts wisdom by inviting readers on a
journey into the lives of two characters who each have something
valuable to teach the other. Through the use of down-to-earth dialogue
and realistic business challenges, readers will immediately be pulled into
the story of JJ and Charlie, and how they each learn to hit their stride and
turn profitability around.

Catching Fire - Richard Wrangham 2010-08-06
In this stunningly original book, Richard Wrangham argues that it was
cooking that caused the extraordinary transformation of our ancestors
from apelike beings to Homo erectus. At the heart of Catching Fire lies
an explosive new idea: the habit of eating cooked rather than raw food
permitted the digestive tract to shrink and the human brain to grow,
helped structure human society, and created the male-female division of
labour. As our ancestors adapted to using fire, humans emerged as "the
cooking apes". Covering everything from food-labelling and overweight
pets to raw-food faddists, Catching Fire offers a startlingly original
argument about how we came to be the social, intelligent, and sexual
species we are today. "This notion is surprising, fresh and, in the hands
of Richard Wrangham, utterly persuasive ... Big, new ideas do not come
along often in evolution these days, but this is one." -Matt Ridley, author
of Genome
How to Have a Good Day - Caroline Webb 2017
In How to Have a Good Day, economist and former McKinsey partner
Caroline Webb shows readers how to use recent findings from behavioral
economics, psychology, and neuroscience to transform our approach to
everyday working life. Advances in these behavioral sciences are giving
us ever better understanding of how our brains work, why we make the
choices we do, and what it takes for us to be smart and savvy. But it's not
always been easy to see how to apply these insights in the workplace until now. In How to Have a Good Day, Webb explains how three big
scientific ideas can help us be at our best every day. She shows us
exactly how to apply this science to our plans, tasks and conversations, in
step-by-step guidance that allows us to: set better priorities; make the
hours go further; turn every interaction into a success; strengthen our
personal impact; be resilient in the face of setbacks; and sustain our
energy over the course of the day. Webb teaches us how to be at our best
under pressure, and gives us specific tools to tackle common work
challenges - from conflict with colleagues, to dull meetings and packed
inboxes. [Source : Editeur].
The Road Less Stupid - Keith J. Cunningham 2017-10-31
The Word Exchange - Alena Graedon 2014-04-10
'Spine-tingling' New York Times 'A fast-paced, thrill-a-minute début
novel' New Yorker 'Graedon knows how to ratchet up mystery' Esquire
WORDS ARE UNDER THREAT. IT'S TIME TO FIGHT BACK... Imagine a
world without words. A world in which books, libraries and newspapers
are things of the past. A world where personal devices provide all you
could want or need. Anana Johnson and her father, Doug, are hard at
work on the final edition that will ever be printed of the English
Dictionary. But one evening, Doug disappears and Anana unearths a
single written clue: ALICE. In the battle to save her father, Anana
discovers secret societies, dark incinerator rooms and underground
passages. Above all, she finds a world that faces ruin from the dark side
of technology. Praise for The Word Exchange 'A nervy, nerdy dystopian
thriller' New York Times Book Review 'A propulsive, twisty future-noir'
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